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A COMPLETENESS THEOREM FOR SLDNF RESOLUTION 
L. CAVEDON AND J. W. LLOYD 
D We. prove the completeness of SLDNF resolution and negation as failure 
for stratified, normal programs and normal goals, under the conditions of 
strictness and allowedness. In particular, this result settles positively a 
conjecture of Apt, Blair, and Walker. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove the completeness of SLDNF resolution for a class of 
stratified programs. We also prove the completeness of the negation as failure rule 
for the same class of programs. 
The completeness of SLD resolution and negation as failure is already well 
known for the class of definite programs and goals [7, Theorems 9.5, 16.1; 51. The 
completeness of SLDNF resolution has also been proved for the class of hierarchi- 
cal programs [4,12] and for a class of programs introduced in [3], which generalizes 
the class of hierarchical programs. 
In [2], a conjecture is proposed regarding the completeness of SLDNF resolution 
for programs satisfying the conditions of stratiJiability (no recursion through nega- 
tion), aflowedness (a condition on the variables of a program to prevent floundering), 
and strictness (a condition on a program relating to the way predicate definitions in 
the program depend on each other). We extend the concept of strictness so that it is 
applicable to a program and goal together, constrain the goal to also satisfy 
allowedness, and then prove the conjecture for this class of programs and goals. 
Our proof of the completeness of SLDNF resolution for this class of programs 
actually requires a proof of the completeness of negation as failure for the same 
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class of programs. This corresponding theorem is proved by a mutual induction with 
the proof of the completeness of SLDNF resolution. Each of the proofs relies 
heavily on a continuity property for the mapping Ti associated with a normal 
program, allowing us to use classical fixpoint results which were used in the 
development of the tixpoint theory for definite programs. The continuity property 
extends the monotonicity result due to [9]. 
Recently, Apt [l] has independently proved a completeness result for SLDNF 
resolution for the class of definite programs and normal, nonfloundering goals, with 
a strictness condition similar to ours imposed on the program and goal. His proof of 
this result is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1 below, for stratification level 0. 
Kunen has also proved the completeness of SLDNF resolution and negation as 
failure for the class of allowed, normal programs and goals, with respect to a 
three-valued logic semantics [6]. By showing, for an appropriate class of programs 
and goals, that the two-valued and three-valued logic semantics coincide for logical 
consequence, Kunen deduces a result similar to ours [6]. Kunen replaces stratifica- 
tion by a “call-consistency” condition which permits recursion through an even 
number of negations. Apt’s and Kunen’s results will be discussed in more detail in 
Section 6. 
In Section 2, we summarize some well-known definitions and results of logic 
programming, as well as presenting the continuity property and a definition of fair 
SLDNF trees. Following that, we define the concepts of allowedness and strictness. 
In Section 3, we prove some lemmas which are required for the proofs of the main 
theorems. In Section ‘4, we prove the completeness theorems for definite goals in the 
case of negation as failure, and for goals consisting of a single ground atom in the 
case of SLDNF resolution. Finally, in Section 5, we extend the completeness 
theorems to apply to normal goals satisfying strictness and allowedness. 
Throughout, we assume the reader is familiar with the concepts of logic program- 
ming. The terminology follows that in [7] or [8]. 
2. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
In this section, we review some definitions and results of logic programming for 
normal programs and define some necessary properties of programs for which the 
completeness theorems can be proved. 
First, a note on notation which we will use throughout. We use a tilde to denote a 
tuple of terms: thus fi,..., t, is denoted by t”. Similarly, if d,, . ,‘, d, are in the 
domain of some preinterpretation, then d,, . . . , d, is denoted by d. We denote the 
empty set by 0. 
The following definitions of standard concepts are taken from [8]. 
Dejinition. Let J be a preinterpretation of a first order language L, V a variable 
assignment wrt L, and A an atom. Suppose A is p( t,, . . . , t,), and d,, . . . , d, in 
the domain of J are the term assignments of t,, . . . , t, wrt J and V. We call 
AJ,V=p(d,,..., d,) the J-instance of A wrt V. Let [A], = { AJ,V: V is a variable 
assignment wrt J}. We call each element of [A] J a J-instance of A. We also call 
each p(d,,..., d,) a J-instance. If A is a ground atom, then AJ denotes its 
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assignment under .Z. Similarly, if p(i) is a ground atom, then p(s”-‘) denotes its 
assignment under J. 
Definition. A program clause is a clause of the form 
A+ L1,..., L, 
where A is an atom and L,, . . . , L, are literals. 
Definition. A normal program is a finite set of program clauses. 
De$nition. A normal goal is a clause of the form 
+-L 1,“‘, Ltn 
where L1,..., L, are literals. 
We define the usual mapping 7” from the lattice of interpretations based on 
some preinterpretation J to itself [7]. 
Definition. Let J be a preinterpretation of a normal program P, and 
interpretation based on J. Then 
Tj’(Z)={AJ%4+L1,..., L, is a clause in P, V is a variable 
assignment wrt J, and L, A . . . A L, is true wrt Z and V } . 
Z an 
Next we give the definition of the class of stratified normal programs [2]. 
De$nition. A level mapping of a normal program is a mapping from its set of 
predicate symbols to the nonnegative integers. We refer to the value of a 
predicate symbol p under this mapping as the level of p and denote it by 
level( p ). 
Definition. A normal program P is stratified if it has a level mapping such that in 
every clause p(tl, . . . , t,) + L,, . . . , L, in P, the level of the predicate symbol in 
each positive atom in the body is less than or equal to the level of p, and the level 
of the predicate symbol in each negative literal in the body is strictly less than the 
level of p. 
Clearly, every definite program and every hierarchical program is stratified. For a 
definite program, we simply assign each predicate symbol to level 0. We can assume 
without loss of generality that the levels of a stratified program are O,l, . . . , k for 
some k. If P is a stratified normal program, then Pi denotes the set of clauses in P 
with the property that the predicate symbol in the head of each clause has level I i. 
We next present a continuity result which extends the monotonicity result of [9] 
and gives the usual method for computing fixpoints of Ti. 
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Proposition I. Let P be a stratijed, normal program and J a preinterpretation for P. 
(a> 
(b) 
Suppose P has maximum predicate level 0. Then 
(i) Tr! is continuous over the complete lattice of interpretations based on J, and 
(ii) if I is an interpretation based on J and I c T;(I), then (Ti)“( I) is a 
fixpoint of Ti. 
Suppose P has maximum predicate level k > 0. Suppose that Mk_l is an 
interpretation based on J for Pk_ 1, and Mk_l is a$xpoint of Tik_,. Consider the 
complete lattice 55’= { Mk_l U S : S c { p(d,, . . . , d,) : p is a level k predicate 
symbol and each dj is in the domain of J } }, under set inclusion. Then 
(i) 2 is a sublattice of the lattice of interpretations based on J, and Ti, 
restricted to A?, is well-defined and continuous, and 
(ii) if I is an element of 9 and I5 Ti( I), then (T,!)“(I) is a jixpoint of T,“. 
PROOF. The proof is a straightforward extension of the proof of the monotonicity 
result in [9]. Cl 
The above proposition gives the method of constructing the standard model of a 
stratified normal program, as defined in [2], by simply taking M, = (Tio)“( 0) and, 
for k > 0, Mk = ( Ti”,)U( Mk_ 1). Our proofs of the main theorems will depend heavily 
on using Proposition 1 to construct fixpoints. 
We will make use of the completion, denoted by comp( P), of a normal program 
P, which consists of the completed definition of each predicate symbol in P, 
together with the usual equality theory (see [4] or [7]). 
If J is a preinterpretation of a normal program, we let E be [ = (x, x)]~, i.e., the 
identity relation assigned to = . We will require the following well-known result, 
which we will refer to as the normal model property (see, for example, [ll, p. 831): if 
a theory with equality has a model, then it has a normal model. The following 
property is a well-known result relating normal models of comp( P) and fixpoints of 
T; t2,81. 
Proposition 2. Let P be a normal program, J a preinterpretation of P, and I an 
interpretation based on J. Suppose that I U E is a model for the equality theory. 
Then I U E is a normal model for camp(P) $7 Ti( I) = I. 
We require the standard concepts relating to SLDNF resolution. The definitions 
of SLDNF tree and SLDNF derivation that we adopt are those given in [8] (or, 
more informally, in [7]). It is worth noting that, for some programs and goals, an 
SLDNF tree (or SLDNF derivation) may not exist. For example, the program 
p +p with goal + -p has no SLDNF tree or SLDNF derivation. 
An unrestricted SLDNF derivation is an SLDNF derivation [8], except that we 
drop the requirement that the substitution at each positive derivation step be a most 
general unifier; it is only required to be a unifier. (Note that the substitutions at 
each positive derivation step in the SLDNF trees and SLDNF refutations associated 
with any negative literals selected from the unrestricted SLDNF derivation are still 
required to be most general unifiers.) A ground SLDNF derivation is an unrestricted 
SLDNF derivation for which each goal in the derivation consists of ground literals 
only. 
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In a similar way to the case of definite programs, the completeness of negation as 
failure requires the use of fairness in the selection of literals from an SLDNF tree. 
We next present the definition of fair SLDNF trees. 
Definition. Let P be a normal program and G a normal goal. A literal in an 
SLDNF tree for P U {G} is potentially fuilable if it is a positive literal or a 
ground negative literal - A such that comp( P) k A. 
Definition. A branch in an SLDNF tree is fair if either it is failed or, for every 
potentially failable literal B, (some further instantiated version of) B is selected 
within a finite number of steps. 
Definition. An SLDNF tree is fair if every branch of the tree is fair. 
It is necessary to impose an allowedness condition on programs to prevent 
floundering. We choose the same condition as that chosen in [2]. 
DeJinition. Let P be a normal program. We say P is allowed if, for every clause in 
P, every variable which occurs in the clause occurs in a positive literal in the 
body of the clause. We say a normal goal G is allowed if every variable in G 
occurs in a positive literal in G. 
If a program P and goal G are allowed in the above sense, then P U {G} is 
allowed in the sense of [lo]. Hence the following properties from [lo] hold. 
Proposition 3. Let P be an allowed, norm& program and G an allowed, normal goal. 
Then the following properties hold: 
(a) The evaluation of P U {G) does not flounder. 
(b) Every computed answer for P U { G } IS a ground substitution for all variables 
in G. 
One of the reasons that a completeness result for SLDNF resolution is not 





Obviously, p is a logical consequence of the completion of the above program P, 
which is both allowed and stratified, but P U { +- p} does not have an SLDNF 
refutation. The following definitions specify a class of programs for which the above 
problem is avoided and hence a completeness result is possible. 
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Dejinition. Let P be a normal program and G a normal goal. We inductively define 
the following sets of predicate symbols: 
POS' = ( p : p is the predicate symbol in some positive literal in G } , 
NEG' = { q : q is the predicate symbol in some negative literal in G } . 
For i > 0, 
POS'= {p:thereisaclauser(tJtL,,...,p(s”),...,L,in P 
and r E POS'- ', or there is a clause 
r(tJ + L, ,..., -p(t) ,..., L, in P and r~ NEG'-l}, 
NEG'= {q:thereisaclauser(2T+L,,...,q(s”),...,L,in P 
and r E NEG~-~, or there is a clause 
r(t7 + L, ,..., - q(f) ,..., L, in P and TE POS'-'1. 




We now define the concept of strictness [2]. 
Dejinition. Let P be a normal program and G a normal goal. We say P U {G} is 
strict if POS fl NEG = 0. 
Let P be a stratified normal program and G a normal goal such that P U {G} is 
strict. Note that if p E POS (respectively, NEG) and p has level k, k 2 0, then no 
predicate symbol q such that q E NEG (respectively, POS) and q has level k appears 
in the body of any clause in the definition of p. Because of this disjointness between 
predicate definitions at level k, we have the following useful property. Suppose we 
have an interpretation (based on preinterpretation J) Ik = Mk_ 1 u Ik+ u I;, where 
M k_l is a fixpoint for Tik_,, Ik+ and 1~ are sets of k-level J-instances such that the 
predicate symbol in each J-instance is in POS and NEG, respectively, and Zk c TA( Ik). 
Then 
We will make use of this result when we come to apply Lemma 1 of the next section. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
For the following lemma, we need to define the concept of positive dependence. Let 
P be a normal program, and p be an n-ary predicate symbol in the language of P. 
Form the set POS associated with P U { +p(?)}, where f is any n-tuple of terms. 
We say p depends positively on the predicate symbol q if q E POS. 
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Lemma I. Let P be an allowed, stratified, normal program, and J a preinterpretation 
for P. Suppose there exists an interpretation I based on J such that I u E is a model 
for the equality theory. Let p(d) be a J-instance. 
(a) Suppose P has maximum predicate level-O. If p(d) E (Ti)“( 0), then there 
exists a ground atom p(Z) such that p(d) =p(fJ) and P U { +p(s”)} has a 
ground refutation. 
(b) Suppose P has maximum predicate level k > 0. Let Mk_l be an interpretation 
based on J such that Mk_ 1 is a jixpoint of TA_,. Suppose that, for every 
J-instance q(5) in Mk_l such that p depe_nds positively on q, q(e”) is the 
assignment under J of a ground atom. If p(d) E (Ti)“( Mk_l), then there is a 
ground atom p (s”) such that p( 8) = p( 5’) and there is a ground derivation for 
P U { + p (F)} ending in a goal G with the following properties: 
(i) for evety (ground) atom B in G, we have BJ~ Mk_l, and 
(ii) for every (ground) negative literal - C in G, we have CJ e Mk_l_ 
PROOF. The proof of (a) is just a special case of the proof of (b). Hence it suffices to 
prove (b), 
If p(d) E (Ti)w(Mk_l), then p(d) E (Ti)“(Mk_l) for some n E o. We prove 
the result by induction on n. 
Suppose n = 1. Then either there is a ground unit clause p(Z) + in P such that 
p(d) = p(F’), in which case the result follows, or there is a clause in P 
with J-instance (under some variable assignment) 
p(a) +rl(d;),...,r,,,(d:,), -ql(&),.--, -qh(e”,) 
such that { rl( d;), . . . , r,(d”,)}cM,-I and {qI(~I),...,qh(~~)}nM,-I= 0. 
Now p depends positively on each r;, so each r;(q.) is the assignment under J of 
a ground atom ri(&), say. By Lemma 15.1(a) in [7], there is a unifier 8 such that 
rj( ri)6 = ri( Fi)O for 1 I i I m. But, since P is allowed, every variable in the terms 
i, ii 1,. . . , ii, occurs in some term in t;, . . . , i,,,. Thus p(i)@ is the ground atom p(F), 
say, and each q,(iii)8 is the ground atom qi(fii), say. Hence, by Lemma 15.1(b) in 
[7], qi(ci) = qi(5f) for 1 I i < h, and p(J) =p(?), and we have the desired result. 
Suppose n > 1. The only difference to the base case is that we now have 
{r,(4),..., rm( d”,)} G (Ti)“-l( Mk_ 1). However, we can use the induction hypothe- 
sis on each of these J-instances to show that the result holds for n > 1. q 
Lemma 2. Let P be an allowed, normal program and G an allowed, normal goal. 
Suppose that P U { G } has an unrestricted SLDNF refutation. Then P U { G } has 
an SLDNF refutation of the same length such that, if t$, . . . , @,, are the unifiers from 
the unrestricted SLDNF refutation and t?;, . . . ,&’ are the mgu’s from the SLDNF 
refutation, then there exists a substitution y such that 8, . - - 6, = tli . . . 8;y. 
PROOF. We can modify the unrestricted refutation to one for which negative literals 
are not selected as long as there are positive literals to select. So we essentially have 
an unrestricted SLD derivation to some goal G, that consists only of negative 
literals. By the argument of Lemma 8.1 in [7], we can show that we essentially have 
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an SLD derivation to some goal GL, which also consists only of negative literals, 
and also that 8, . . . 8, = 0; . . . t3Ly for some substitution y. Since P and G are 
allowed, G, and GL are ground. Hence, given the above relationship between the 
unifiers and the mgu’s, we have G, = G;, and the result follows. 0 
4. COMPLETENESS THEOREMS 
In this section, we state and prove the initial versions of our theorems for the 
completeness of SLDNF resolution and negation as failure. 
Theorem 1. Let P be an allowed, strati$ed, normal program and A a ground atom 
such that P U { +-A} is strict. If comp( P) k A, then P U { +-A} has an SLDNF 
refutation. 
Theorem 2. Let P be an allowed, stratiBed, normal program and G a dejinite goal 
such that P U {G} is strict. If comp( P) k G, then there exists a fair SLDNF tree 
for P U { G }, and every fair SLDNF tree for P U { G } is jinitely failed. 
We prove the theorems by mutual induction on the maximum level of the 
predicate symbols in P. 
Base Cases of Theorems 1 and 2 
Suppose the maximum level of any predicate symbol in P is 0. Theorem 1 follows 
from the completeness of SLD resolution for definite programs (see [7, Theorem 8.6, 
Proposition 14.41). Theorem 2 follows from the completeness of negation as failure 
for definite programs [5; 7, Theorem 16.11. 
We now assume that each theorem holds for the case when the maximum 
predicate symbol level of a program is n - 1 and show that they hold when the level 
is n. 
Inductive Case for Theorem 1 
Form the sets POS and NEG associated with P U { +-A}. Let A be p(r). We can 
assume that the level of p is n. Define 
NS = {q(f) : q(s’) is a ground atom, q E NEG, 
and comp( P) U { q(F)} is satisfiable}. 
We show that there exists a normal model for comp( P) U NS as follows: 
comp( P) U {B} is satisfiable for all B E NS 
- P u { t B} does not have a finitely failed SLDNF tree, for all B E NS 
(by soundness of negation as failure [4]) 
3 P u { + B,, . . . , B,} does not have a finitely failed SLDNF tree, for all 
B }CNS 
{[?;I Lkda 61) 
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3 comp(P)U {Bt,..., B, } has a normal model for all { B,, . . . , B,,, } L NS 
(by the induction hypothesis of Theorem 2 and the normal model property, 
and using Propositions 1 and 2 to iterate the model up a further level) 
* comp( P) U NS has a normal model 
(by the compactness theorem and the normal model property). 
Let this normal model be M’, and suppose M’ is M U [ = (x, x)]~, where M is 
based on some preinterpretation J, say. Using M, we construct an interpretation 
based on J which is a fixpoint for Ti”_ We show by induction that for 0 I j < n the 
constructed fixpoint Mi (for T,?) at each level satisfies the following properties: 
(i) q( 8) E M, q E NEG, and level(q) <j * q( d”) E M,, 
(ii) q( 6) E Mj and q E POS 3 there is a ground atom q(5) such that q(6) = 
q(J”) and comp( P) b q(F). 
We now define 
We obviously have Z, c Tk( I,). Form the fixpoint MO = ( Tio)“( I,). We show that 
properties (i) and (ii) above hold. 
(i): Obvious. 
(ii): Let q(d) E M,,, where q E POS. By Lemma 1, q(d”) = q(SJ), where q(F) is a 
ground atom such that P U { + q(F)} h as a ground refutation. Hence, comp( P) != 
q(f)* 
Now assume that M,_1 is a fixpoint for Ti: , I satisfying properties (i) and (ii), 
where 0 <j < n. Define 
Z,=M,_,U{q(d”):qENEG,qhaslevel j,andq(d”)EM}. 
We show that I, c T[( Z,) as follows: Suppose q( d”) E I,\ Mjp 1. Then q( 8) E M, so 
there exists a J-instance q(6) + B,, . . . , B,, - C,, . . . , - C,,, of a clause in P such 
that Bi E M for 1 I i I k, and C, 6 M for 1 5 1 I m. But then, by property (i) at 
level j - 1 and the definition of Zj, we have Bi E Z, for 1 I i I k. Also, assume 
C/EM,-1 for some 1 I I I m. Then, by property (ii) at level j - 1, there exists 
some ground atom r(s”) such that r(FJ) =,C, and comp( P) k r(F). But this contra- 
dicts C, 4 M. So C, P M,_l and hence q(d) E T<( I,). 
Thus we can form the fixpoint M, = (T[)“( I,). Once again we show that 
properties (i) and (ii) hold. 
(i): Obvious. 
(ii): Let q(6) E Mj, where q E POS (and q has level j). By prope_rty (ii) at level 
j - 1 and Lemma 1, there exists a ground atom q(?) such that q(d) = q(fJ) and 
there is a ground derivation for P u { t q(F)} with final goal +- B,, . . . , B,, 
- c,,..., -C,,,,whereB~~M~_,forl~i~k,andC~~M~_,forl~l~m.But, 
by property (ii) at level j - 1, comp( P) I= B, for 1 I i 5 k, and by property (i) at 
level j - 1 and the definition of NS, comp( P) I= - C, for 15 15 m. Hence, camp(P) 
t= q(F), as required. 
Thus the fixpoint M,_, satisfies properties (i) and (ii). Now form the fixpoint 
M, = (Ti”)“( M,_,) and consider the top level goal + A. We know that comp( P) b 
A, so A-’ E M,. But, by Lemma 1 and properties (i) and (ii) at level n - 1, there is a 
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ground derivation for P U { + A} with final goal + B,, . . . , B,, - C,, . . . , - C,,,, 
where comp( P,_ I) k Bi for 1 I i I k, and comp( P,,_ 1) k - C, for 1 I I < m. By the 
induction hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2, each literal in this goal succeeds, giving 
an unrestricted refutation of P u { + A }. Hence, by Lemma 2, we have an SLDNF 
refutation of P U { + A}. 
Inductive Case for Theorem 2 
First, it will be helpful to introduce a new concept. 
De$nition. Let P be a normal program and G a normal goal. A fair nonfailed 
expansion for P U {G} is an SLDNF derivation of P U {G} satisfying the 
following properties: 
(a) Only positive literals are selected, and they are selected in a fair manner. 
(b) There is no ground negative literal - A in the derivation such that comp( P) 
kA. 
(c) The derivation either is infinite or ends in a goal containing no positive 
literal. 
We prove the contrapositive statement of Theorem 2. Thus suppose that either 
there does not exist a fair SLDNF tree for P U {G} or there exists a fair SLDNF 
tree for P U {G } which is not finitely failed. Then, using the induction hypothesis of 
Theorem 1, one can prove that P U {G} must have a fair nonfailed expansion, 
which we denote by EX,. We use this property to prove that camp(P) u 
{3(A, A ... A Ak)} has a model, where G is the goal + A,, . . . , A,. 
The first step is to define the preinterpretation J for this model. Form the sets 
POS and NEG associated with P U {G}. Define 
ps= {PM: PM is a ground atom, p E POS, 
and comp( P) U { p (0) is satisfiable}, 
By the soundness of negation as failure [4; 7, Theorem 15.51 and the induction 
hypothesis of Theorem 1, one can prove that P U { + B} has a fair nonfailed 
expansion for each B E PS. We define the following sets: 
Ex-set = { EX, } U { EX : EX is a fair nonfailed 
expansionforPU{+B}, BEPS}, 
MGU={(~,,~, ,... ):8,,8, ,... are the mgu’s used in some EX E Ex-set} , 
pod-atom = { B : B is a positive literal occurring in some EX E Ex-set} ,
NEG-atom = {C: - C is a negative literal occurring in some Ex E Ex-set} .
We can now define the preinterpretation J on which the model we construct will 
be based. Suppose L is the underlying first order language for P. We assume that no 
variable appears in more than one input clause in any expansion in Ex-set and that 
no variable which appears in G also appears in any input clause. We call this 
property variable standardization. We define a relation * on the set of terms in L as 
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follows: Let s and t be terms in L. Then s * t if there exists 
{(e# ,...,) ,..., (fl;l,e,m ,... )} CMGU, m20, 
and there exist integers d,, . . . , d, 2 0 such that 
Sg; . . . fl;, . . . e;l . . . edy = tfl: . . . g, . . . e;l . . . fidz. 
Clearly, * is an equivalence relation. The domain D of the preinterpretation .Z is 
then defined to be the set of all *-equivalence classes of terms in L. If s is a term, 
we denote its equivalence class by [s]. We also adopt the convention that the tuple 
[s,l, *. ., [s,] is denoted by [F]. The assignments to constants and function symbols 
in L are as follows. If c is a constant in L, we assign c to [cl. If f is an m-ary 
function symbol in L, we assign to f the mapping from D” into D defined by 
([s,l,. . ., [%I) -+ [f(%v.. F s,)]. Clearly this mapping is well defined. This completes 
the definition of .Z. It is easily seen that if Z is any interpretation based on J, and E 
is [ = (x, x)]~, then Z u E is a model for the equality theory. 
We construct a fixpoint Mj for T4, where 0 <j I n, which satisfies the following 
properties: 
(i) p(f) E pas-atom and level(p) sj - p([f]) E Mj. 
(ii) qE NEG and q([s”]) E Mj - there exists a ground atom q(f) such that 
414) = q([fl) and cow40 I= q(f). 
(iii) q(z) E NEG-atom * q([t]) @ Mj. 
We now define 
Then I, G Ti(Z,) follows as in the proof of Theorem 16.1 in [7], since we are 
dealing with a definite program. Hence we can construct the fixpoint Ma = 
( Tio)“( Z,,). We now show that properties (i)-(m) hold for M,,. 
(i): Obvious. 
(ii): Let q([F]) E M,, where q E NEG. By Lemma 1, we see that q([?]) = q([F]), 
where q(T) is a ground atom such that P u { +- q(f)} has a ground refutation. 
Hence comp( P) != q(r), as required. 
(iii): Let q(C) E NEG-atom, and suppose q([i]) E M,. By (ii) above, there is a 
ground atom q( tl) such that q([?]) = q([a) and comp( P) k q(t”). By variable 
standardization, - q(F) must also occur as a (ground) negative literal in the 
expansion from nx-set in which - q(s’) occurs. But, since comp( P) I= q(f), this 
contradicts the definition of fair nonfailed expansion. Hence, we must have that 
d[s’l) @ 4. 
Now assume that we have a fixpoint Mj_ 1 to level j - 1 satisfying properties 
(i)-(G), where 0 <j I n. Define 
'j= Mj-l u { P(Ct7) : P(0 E Pas-atom and p has level j } 
By following similar reasoning to that in Theorem 16.1 in [7], it follows that 
Zj G T,:(Z,), since p(f) E Pas-atom and level(p) d j implies p([fj) E Zj, and q(F) E 
NEG-atom implies q([$]) 4 M,_ 1. 
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Form the fixpoint M, = (T’)“(I,). We show that the properties (i)-(iii) hold for 
this fixpoint. 
(i): Obvious. 
(ii): Let q([.?]) E Mj, where q E NEG (and q has level j). By property (ii) at level 
j - 1 and Lemma 1, there exists a ground atom q(f) such that q([F]) = q([f]) and 
there is a ground derivation for P u { + q(f)} with final goal + B,, . . . , B,, - 
c 1,. . ., -C,,,, where BJEM,_~ for l<i<k, and C:4M,_, for l<l<m. By 
property (ii) at level j - 1, we have comp( P) I= B, for 1 I i I k. By property (i) at 
level j - 1, we have C, @ pas-atom for 1 I 1 I m. But then, by the definition of PS, 
we must have comp( P) b - C, for 1 I 1 I m. Hence comp( P) b q(f). 
(iii): By following the same reasoning as in the level 0 case, we see that 
q(5) E NEG-atom implies q([s”]) P M,. 
Thus, properties (i)-(iii) hold for all levels j, where 0 <j 5 n. By definition, 
EXG E EX-set and hence Ai E pas-atom for each Ai in G. Thus, by property (i), 
M,U E is a model for comp(P)U {3(A, A . . . AA,)}. 0 
5. FINAL VERSIONS OF THEOREMS 
We now state and prove the final versions of our two completeness theorems. We 
begin with two lemmas. 
Lemma 3. Let P be an allowed, strati’ed, normal program and A an atom. If 
comp( P) t= V(A), then A is ground. 
PROOF. Let 17, be the Herbrand universe constructed from the constants and 
function symbols in the underlying language L of P. Let U; be the Herbrand 
universe constructed from the constants and function symbols in the language L’, 
which is L augmented with some new constant c, say. We define the preinterpreta- 
tion J such that the domain of J is U;, constants in L are assigned themselves in 
Vi, and if f is an n-ary function symbol in L, then the mapping from (U,l)n into 
U,l defined by (t,, . . . , t,) +f(tl, . . . , t,) is assigned to f. As usual, we identify an 
interpretation based on J with a subset of the Herbrand base formed from L’. 
Construct the fixpoint M, = (T_$“( 0). S ince P is allowed, then every atom in 
M, is clearly a ground atom from B,, the Herbrand base formed from L. Now 
construct M; = (T{)“( Mi_,) for each i > 0. Once again, since M,_, contains only 
ground atoms from B, and since P is allowed, then M, contains only ground atoms 
from B,. Suppose n is the maximum predicate level in P. Then M, U E is a model 
for comp( P). But the constant c does not appear in any atom in M,. Hence, V(A) 
true in M,, implies A is ground. [7 
Lemma 4. Let P be an allowed, normal program, G an allowed, normal goal, and 8 a 
substitution. Suppose there exists an SLDNF refutation of P U { GB }. Then there 
exists an SLDNF refutation of P U {G} of the same length such that, if 8,, . . . , 0, 
are the mgu’s from the SLDNF refutation of P u { GB} and e;, . . . , 6; are the 
mgu’s from the SLDNF refutation of P U {G}, then there exists a substitution y 
such that ee, . . . en = e; . . . eLy. 
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PROOF. The argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 2, except that we apply 
Lemma 8.2 in [7], rather than Lemma 8.1, resulting in the above relationship 
between the mgu’s rather than the one in Lemma 2. q 
Theorem 3. Let P be an allowed, stratified, normal program and G an allowed, 
normal goal such that P U { G } is strict. If 9 is a correct answer for comp( P) U { G }, 
then 6 is a computed answer for P U { G }. 
PROOF. Let G be the goal +-A,, . . . , A,, - B,, . . . , - B,. By Lemma 3 and the 
allowedness of G, we have that comp( P) t= V((A, A . . . A A,, A - B, A . . . A 
- B,,,)8) implies that 8 is a ground substitution for all variables in G. Now, we have 
that camp(P) != Ai0 for 1 < i < n. Hence, by Theorem 1, P U { +- A#} has an 
SLDNF refutation. We also have that comp( P) k - B,e for 1 ~j I m. Hence, by 
Theorem 2, P U { + BjO } has a finitely failed SLDNF tree, that is, P U { + - B,t9 } 
has an SLDNF refutation. Thus we can combine these refutations into an SLDNF 
refutation for P U { GB }. Hence, by Lemma 4, P U {G} has an SLDNF refutation 
with computed answer 8. •I 
Theorem 4. Let P be an allowed, stratified, normal program and G an allowed, 
normal goal such that P U {G} is strict. If comp( P) t= G, then there exists a fair 
SLDNF tree for P U {G}, and every fair SLDNF tree for P U {G} is finitely 
failed. 
PROOF. Suppose G is + L,, . . ., L, with variables xi,. . . , x,. Let P’ be the pro- 
gram P u {answer(x,, . . . , x,,,) + L,, . . . , L,}, and let G’ be + answer(x,, . . . , x,), 
where answer is an m-ary predicate symbol not appearing in P. Then P’ is stratified 
and allowed, and P’ U {G’} is strict. 
By Lemma 18.1 in [8], we have comp( P’) k G’. Thus, by Theorem 2, P’ U {G’} 
has a fair SLDNF tree and every fair SLDNF tree for P’ U {G’} is finitely failed. 
But, since the only clause head which unifies with answer(x,, . . . , x,) is the head of 
the clause just added to P, we must also have that a fair SLDNF tree exists for 
P U {G} and every fair SLDNF tree for P U {G} is finitely failed. 0 
6. RELATED RESULTS 
In [l], Apt proves the following result: if P is a definite program and G a normal 
goal such that P u {G} is strict and does not flounder, then comp( P) U {G} 
inconsistent implies that P U {G} has an SLDNF refutation. Apt’s approach to the 
proof of this result is very similar to the way Theorem 1 is proved. He begins by 
proving the existence of a model Np for camp(P), dual to the least model. Np is 
analogous to the model M constructed in the inductive case for Theorem 1 for 
predicate level 0. The existence of Np has also been independently proved by 
Shepherdson [13]. Apt shows how the strictness property allows the program to be 
split into disjoint parts: the set of clauses for which the predicate in the head is in 
POS, and the set of clauses for which the predicate in the head is in NEG. He proves 
that Ti can be iterated separately on such disjoint subprograms. This is effectively 
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what is done at each level in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 above. Apt finally 
proves his theorem by constructing a model which is analogous to the model MO 
constructed in the inductive case of the proof of Theorem 1. 
In [6], Kunen proves a completeness theorem for SLDNF resolution with respect 
to a three-valued logic semantics. Let the symbol bi denote logical consequence 
with respect to the i-valued logic semantics. Kunen proves the following result: if P 
is an allowed, normal program, + L,, . . . , L, an allowed, normal goal, and 6’ a 
substitution, then comp( P) k3 V(( L,, . . . , L,)8) implies that e is a computed an- 
swer for P U {G}. Kunen obtains the same result as that of Theorem 3 above for a 
class of programs which has the stratification condition replaced by “call-con- 
sistency”. The call-consistency condition, originally due to Sato [14], permits recur- 
sion through an even number of negations, and is weaker than both stratification 
and strictness. Kunen proves the following: 
Let P be a call-consistent, normal program, and G = +- L,, . . . , L, a normal goal such 
that P U { G } is strict. Then 
comp( P) l=2V( L,, . . . , L,) iff comp( P) I= ,V( L,, . _ _, L,). 
Kunen’s approach is a useful alternative method for proving completeness results 
for logic programming with respect to the two-valued logic semantics. Using his 
completeness theorem for the three-valued logic semantics, it is only necessary to 
identify classes of programs for which logical consequence under the two-valued 
logic semantics coincides with logical consequence under the three-valued logic 
semantics. The completeness of SLDNF resolution for these classes of programs 
(with the further condition of allowedness) then follows. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have proved the completeness of SLDNF resolution and negation as failure for 
stratified, normal programs and normal goals, under the conditions of strictness and 
allowedness. We have demonstrated that the continuity property and the mutual 
induction proof technique are powerful tools for proving properties of logic pro- 
gramming within the framework of classical two-valued logic. An alternative ap- 
proach to obtain our result, due to Kunen, has also been seen to be very useful. This 
approach uses a completeness result for logic programs with respect to a three- 
valued logic semantics. 
An interesting topic for future research is to investigate the completeness of 
SLDNF resolution for more general classes of logic programs than those considered 
here and by Kunen. In particular, methods to weaken the allowedness condition are 
desirable, as this seems to be the most restrictive condition and the most difficult to 
weaken. 
We thank Michael Maher for many helpful comments on early drafts of tbis paper. We also thank 
Krzysztof Apt, Liz Sonenberg, and Rodney Topor for useful discussions, and a referee for helping to 
improve the quality of the presentation. 
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